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study, consolidates learning, and 
affects the development of endur- 
ing learning strategies and skills. 
It appears to be one of the most 
potent forces influencing educa- 
tion. (p. 467) 
Similar conclusions have been drawn 
about the impact of district- and 
How can the results of classroom-based portfolio assess- 
ment be communicated outside the classroom? How 
might a portfolio-based assessment system be designed 
and implemented? How can we evaluate the merits of 
portfolio-based assessments? 
n our current educational milieu, I information about student learn- 
ingis often required to serve account- 
ability purposes--to provide evi- 
dence to parents, administrators, 
policymakers, and other concerned 
citizens that students are receiving 
high quality education. Frequently, 
the information provided is based 
upon externally imposed assess- 
ments over which teachers and stu- 
dents have little or no control. 
Assessment information of this type 
may have little relevance to the 
classroom context, and yet pressure 
to do well-perceived or real-gives 
these assessments substantial influ- 
ence over decisions about instruc- 
tion and learning. 
In this article, we focus on how 
portfolio-based conclusions about 
student learning might be used to 
communicate in credible ways with 
various audiences outside the class- 
room, thus serving some of the same 
accountability purposes that exter- 
nally imposed standardized tests 
typically serve. First, we address the 
issue of why it is important that 
information from classroom-gener- 
ated portfolio assessments be used 
to communicate with various stake- 
holders outside the classroom-why 
such contextualized information 
about student learning should be 
used to balance information pro- 
vided by externally imposed perfor- 
mance assessments. Second, we sug- 
gest alternative procedures and 
criteria for investigating validity in 
these less standardized domain- 
procedures and criteria that draw on 
interpretive rather than empirical 
analytic or positivist research tradi- 
tions, Finally, using portfolios from 
an eighth-grade Language Arts class- 
room, we offer an example of how 
portfolio-based conclusions about 
student achievement and growth 
might be used to communicate with 
a broader audience in well war- 
ranted and credible ways. 
Why Use Classroom-Generated 
Assessment for Accountability 
The Impact on Teaching and 
Learning 
Over the past decade, it has been 
repeatedly demonstrated that assess- 
ment influences what students learn 
and what teachers teach. In a recent 
review of literature on the impact of 
classroom evaluation on students, 
Terence Crooks (1988) concluded: 
Classroom evaluation , , . guides 
[students] judgment of what is 
important to learn, dects their 
motivation and self-perceptions of 
competence, structures their ap- 
proaches to and timing of personal 
P U r p O S e S ?  
state-mandad assessment on teach- 
ers’ judgments concerning what to 
teach and how to teach it. Because of 
the widespread public attention that 
standardized test scores receive and 
the tangible rewards and sanctions 
frequently associated with student 
performance, dishit% and state- 
mandated tests have become instruc- 
tional magnets, providing potent 
statements to teachers and adminis- 
trators about what is important for 
students to learn (Madaus, 1988; 
National Commission on Testing 
and Public Policy, 1990; Resnick & 
Resnick, in press; Smith, 1991). As 
Resnick and Resnick (in press) con- 
clude in their review of literature on 
the impact of high-stakes testing on 
instruction, over time high-stakes 
tests tend to drive out other educa- 
tional concerns, narrowing the cur- 
riculum to the objectives reflected on 
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the tests. Consequently, it becomes 
crucial to assess the full range of 
knowledge, skills, and interests we 
want to nurture in our students and 
their teachers. 
In recent years, educators have 
argued that performance assess- 
ment-assessment involving ex- 
tended discourse, work exhibits, or 
other performances-is essential in 
nurturing critical and creative 
thought (e.g., Johnston, 1989; New- 
mann, 1990; Wolf, Bixby, Glenn, & 
Gardner, 1991). A number of dis- 
tricts, states, and national commit- 
tees have begun to explore the 
feasibility of using large-scale, stan- 
dardized performance assessments 
to complement or replace standard- 
ized multiple-choice assessments as 
a means of educational accountabil- 
ity and reform. While we fully en- 
dorse the importance of perfor- 
mance assessment in nurturing 
critical and creative thought, we are 
concerned that exclusive use of stan- 
dardized performance assessment 
limits learning opportunities in sig- 
nificant ways. 
Implicit in typical models of assess- 
ment serving accountability pur- 
poses is the need for centralization 
of authority within a given context 
to decide specifically what is mea- 
sured and how it is measured; tasks, 
scoring procedures, and administra- 
tion conditions are standardized in 
order to enhance comparability of 
scores from task to task, scorer to 
scorer, and subjeci to subject. This 
model, which separates assessments 
“that count” from ongoing day-to- 
day activities, has been criticized for 
disenfranchising teachers and stu- 
dents from setting their own intellec- 
tual problems and from debating the 
criteria and standards that will be 
applied to their work. The potential 
negative impact of such a model has 
been noted in the context of both 
student development (e.g., Camp, 
1992; Johnston, 1987; Willinsky, 
1990) and teacher development (e.g., 
Darling-Hammond, 1989; Johnston, 
Weiss, & Af€lerbach, 1990; Smith, 
1991). 
The assessment model we propose 
is one in which teachers and stu- 
dents are encouraged to collaborate 
with one another to make intellec- 
tual and creative choices consistent 
with their own goals and interests, 
to engage in ongoing reflection about 
their work, and to participate in the 
development of strategies by which 
achievement and development are 
shared with various stakeholders 
outside the classroom. This ap- 
proach is largely consistent with 
what Darling-Hammond (1989) calls 
a professional model of accountabil- 
ity, which seeks evidence that teach- 
ers are making knowledge-based de- 
cisions that respond to individual 
student needs. (Externally imposed 
assessments, by contrast, are more 
consistent with what Darling-Ham- 
mond calls a bureaucratic model of 
accountability, which seeks evidence 
that teachers are adhering to stan- 
dardized policies and procedures for 
groups of students.) This call for 
professionalization of teaching, em- 
phasizing practice that is student 
centered and knowledge based, is 
consistent with a number of educa- 
tional reform efforts, including those 
of the Holmes Group (1986) and the 
National Board for Professional 
Teaching Standards (1990). 
The Quality of the Information 
Provided 
With few exceptions, performance 
assessments that serve policy pur- 
poses a t  the district, state, and 
national level involve one or two 
standardized prompts to which stu- 
dents must write responses in a few 
minutes to a few hours at best. 
Although these writing performance 
assessments do, to some degree, 
assess and encourage critical or 
creative thought, they rarely provide 
an opportunity for students to en- 
gage in much of the process of 
writing, especially the rethinking 
and revising typical of the way that 
experienced writers work. Nor do 
they encourage students to discover 
their own purposes for writing be- 
yond showing their competence in 
school (Johnston, 1987; Newmann, 
1990). The objectives and prompts 
are necessarily homogenized to ac- 
commodate a variety of different 
curricula and, as such, may not 
adequately represent the instruc- 
tional content of any particular 
curriculum or the interests and 
goals of individual students. Scoring 
is centrally done, based upon stan- 
dardized criteria by readers who 
have little or no knowledge of the 
students, the goals they or their 
teachers have set, the learning oppor- 
tunities that they were provided, or 
the criteria that they and their 
teachers value. Typically, once each 
individual piece of writing is scored, 
human judgment about the writing 
itself stops, and conclusions about 
achievement and growth in writing 
are based on statistical manipula- 
tions-accumulation or comparison 
of scores from parallel or equated 
items. Neither achievement nor 
growth can be noted in areas not 
addressed by the standardized scor- 
ing criteria. 
Our experience is that growth is 
often manifest in qualitative changes 
in the writing-changes in the com- 
plexity of the problems that students 
undertake, which may involve losing 
control over other features of the 
writing like organization or mechan- 
ics. Take Gretchen, a student from 
the classroom described in our exam- 
ple below, who included two pieces of 
expository response to literature in 
her portfolio. In one sense, the 
second piece is not as strong as the 
first-it is not as well organized or 
coherent-but it is a richer interpre- 
tation. Unlike the first piece, which 
simply compares two groups of char- 
acters from Lord of the Flies on a 
variety of features, the second piece, 
on Animal Farm, has a thematic 
framework about the role of scape- 
goats that is played out with evi- 
dence from Gretchen’s own personal 
experience, from the novel, and from 
a definition of the term acquired 
from another resource. A compari- 
son of Gretchen’s revisions in the 
two pieces shows a newly developed 
awareness of the need for elabora- 
tion and for evidence on particular 
points. 
Comparing holistic scores on ex- 
pository response to literature would 
not pick up these subtle changes in 
Gretchen’s writing. Even comparing 
a series of analytic scores that might, 
for example, show increases in qual- 
ity of ideas and voice with decreases 
in focus, organization, and mechan- 
ics would not adequately represent 
Gretchen’s growth, unless patterns 
of scores for each piece of writing 
were compared over time. To aver- 
age the scores from the two pieces so 
as to talk about Gretchen’s achieve- 
ment in expository writing or to 
subtract or otherwise manipulate 
the scores to talk about growth, 
would miss the point. Interpretation 
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based on complex comparisons of the 
two writing samples is crucial in 
discovering Gretchen’s achievement 
and growth as a writer. 
Consequently, we suggest an as- 
sessment model in which teachers 
and students are encouraged to 
make intellectual and creative 
choices that reflect their own goals 
and interests and in which teachers’ 
interpretations of their students’ 
work-individually and as a class- 
play the central role. Writing portfo- 
lios are particularly valuable in pro- 
moting and assessing student 
learning because they contain rich 
and varied examples of student work, 
collected over extended periods of 
time. They may also include multi- 
ple drafts of work, reflecting the 
ways in which students use the 
processes of writing to refine ideas; 
students’ self-assessments, reflecting 
their conceptions of themselves as 
writers; and the teacher’s and oth- 
ers’ responses to the student work, 
reflecting classroom-generated crite- 
ria and standards of writing. Narra- 
tive interpretations by the teacher 
can place the student work within 
the context of learning opportunities 
available in the classroom and stu- 
dent experience and interests. These 
narrative interpretations, whether 
oral or written, supported by actual 
samples of student work, are more 
likely to facilitate genuine under- 
standing and dialogue among those 
using and those providing assess- 
ment information than are fre- 
quency distributions of standardized 
test scores. With standardized test 
scores, consumers of the informa- 
tion must rely on expert assertions 
about the meaningfulness of the 
results because they do not have 
access to the evidence on which the 
conclusions were based. With well- 
documented narratives, all stake- 
holders have access to at least sam- 
ples of the evidence supporting the 
conclusions, and genuine dialogue 
about the meaningfulness of the 
conclusions can take place. 
An Interpretive Strategy for 
Drawing and Warranting 
Conclusions 
How do we validate teachers’ inter- 
pretations of their students’ achieve- 
ment and growth in writing- 
interpretations based on work 
samples that may vary substantially 
from student to student and from 
class to class? Traditional criteria for 
assessments have little to offer us, at 
least in the form by which they are 
typically operationalized, because of 
their dependence on standardization 
to enhance reliability and to permit 
comparison and aggregation of data. 
Certainly the issues underlying 
our concerns about reliability are 
relevant in the portfolio context as 
well-questions about what we can 
validly and fairly conclude from 
particular samples of writing evalu- 
ated by particular readers. Without 
standardization, however, traditional 
criteria of reliability and comparabil- 
ity are likely to be unacceptably low. 
And yet, as suggested above, a case 
can be made for the enhanced qual- 
ity of information that includes an 
integrative interpretation of the 
achievement and growth reflected in 
student work, based upon an inti- 
mate knowledge of the learning 
context. As one possibility for war- 
ranting such interpretations, we sug- 
gest that teachers and others who 
might use portfolios treat the assess- 
ment process as an instance of 
interpretive or qualitative research, 
drawing upon the epistemological 
strategies typically used by interpre- 
tive researchers to develop, warrant, 
and present their conclusions. In 
describing these strategies, we draw 
heavily upon the language of Erick- 
son (19861, although the general 
approaches we describe are consis- 
tent with the methodological writing 
of other interpretive researchers in 
education (e.g., Goetz & LeCompte, 
1984; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
The analytic process that Erick- 
son and other interpretive methodol- 
ogists describe is largely inductive 
and iterative. The process typically 
involves the development of a coding 
scheme-a set of categories that link 
various items of data-which is used 
in developing and articulating asser- 
tions or conclusions. Preliminary 
assertions are repeatedly tested 
against the entire body of data, as 
both confirming and disconfirming 
evidence is sought. Assertions are 
revised until they can account for all 
the data presented. The manner in 
which the report is written enhances 
the credibility of the conclusions by 
allowing the reader to serve as 
co-analyst. Erickson (1986) suggests 
that the research report should 
contain particular descriptions- 
quotations or narrative vignettes- 
that illustrate the meaning of dif- 
ferent categories and conclusions; 
general descriptions that provide 
evidence of the relative frequency of 
a given phenomenon and display the 
breadth of evidence that warrants 
the conclusion; and interpretation 
that frames the particular and gen- 
eral descriptions, tying them to the 
conclusions. Thus, the main aim in 
writing the research report is “to 
persuade the audience that an ade- 
quate evidentiary warrant exists for 
the assertions made” (p. 148). 
Among the additional strategies typ- 
ically suggested to enhance the valid- 
ity or credibility of conclusions are 
long-term involvement by the re- 
searcher in the specific research 
context; persistent observation; tri- 
angulation across data sources, ana- 
lytic methods, and researchers; try- 
ing out working assertions with a 
disinterested peer; and leaving an 
audit trail so that evidence support- 
ing the conclusions can be reviewed 
by others (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
(All these strategies might be put to 
good use in the context of portfolio 
assessment within a professional 
model of accountability.) 
To illustrate how this type of 
interpretive approach might work in 
practice, we offer what is as yet a 
primitive example of how portfolio- 
based interpretations of student 
work might be developed, reported, 
and evaluated. In offering this exam- 
ple, we want to acknowledge at the 
outset that we see our role in this 
endeavor as somewhat artificial. Our 
goal was to suggest an approach that 
teachers might use to communicate 
with various outside audiences in 
well warranted and credible ways. 
The willingness of one teacher and 
her students to share their work 
gave us an opportunity to develop a 
possible strategy. Ultimately, how- 
ever, we view the role of outsiders as 
co- or secondary analysts, who might 
sample portfolios and narratives to 
trace the path of a teacher’s argu- 
ment and raise alternative interpre- 
tations for consideration where ap- 
propriate, but as secondary to the 
interpretive process. The procedures 
we suggest here address accountabil- 
ity concerns that focus on the 
progress of individual students and 
the professional judgment of teach- 
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ers. We also offer brief suggestions 
for how program, school, district, or 
state level information might be 
constructed when accountability con- 
cerns require system level informa- 
tion. 
Data Source 
Our example draws on portfolios 
from the eighth-grade Language Arts 
classroom of Kathryn Howard, a 
teacher at Reizenstein Middle School 
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and a 
member of the Arts PROPEL team. 
Arts PROPEL, a Rockefeller funded 
collaborative, involves teachers and 
researchers from the Educational 
Testing Service, Harvard Project 
Zero, and the Pittsburgh Public 
Schools in developing portfolio as- 
sessments closely related to instruc- 
tion in music, visual arts, and imagi- 
native writing in grades six through 
twelve (Camp, 1992; Wolf, 1989). In 
English/Language Arts, the PRO- 
PEL project has expanded to encom- 
pass expository as well as imagina- 
tive writing (Howard, 1990). 
Consistent with her goals of en- 
couraging students to make choices 
that reflect their own goals and 
interests and to observe the effects 
of those choices over extended peri- 
ods of time, portfolios in Howard’s 
class were “owned” by students. 
Periodically, throughout the year, 
students selected pieces from their 
comprehensive writing folders to 
include in their portfolios, thus pro- 
viding a portrait of themselves as 
developing writers. They were en- 
couraged to select an “important” 
piece, a “satisfying” piece, an 
“unsatisfying” piece, and a “free 
pick”; to include multiple drafts of 
each piece; and to reflect, in writing, 
on their reasons for selection, the 
strengths of the writing, and their 
goals for subsequent work. Howard’s 
reflections on these pieces, also in- 
cluded in the portfolios, typically 
focused on one or two things done 
well and one or two things to work 
on in the future. Students were also 
encouraged to include three more 
general self-reflections about their 
development as writers-at the be- 
ginning of the year, in the middle of 
the year (in response to parents’ 
comments about their writing fold- 
ers), and at the end of the year. The 
writing in Howard’s class spanned 
genres of poetry, narrative, drama, 
expository response to literature, 
and personal writing. Because stu- 
dents were free to select from any of 
these genres in creating their portfo- 
lios, the contents of the portfolios 
varied substantially from student to 
student. 
Creating Narrative Profiles for 
Individual Students 
We began by creating an interpretive 
framework-a coding scheme, if you 
will-that could be used to analyze 
the data contained in the portfolios. 
We worked inductively, from the 
portfolios, writing folders, and the 
other material described above, and 
deductively, from our own knowl- 
edge and values and from our read- 
ings about the genres and purposes 
of the writing we encountered, in 
order to develop a list of features to 
be used in analyzing the contents of 
the portfolios. 
We decided to treat the %e- 
quence” of writing as our unit of 
analysis. A sequence, as we defined 
it, consisted of a finished product or 
final draft, plus all related prelimi- 
nary drafts or plans, the student’s 
self-reflections about the writing, 
the teacher’s reflections about the 
writing, and the reflections of others 
who might have responded to the 
student’s work, typically parents or 
peers. Each portfolio contained three 
to five sequences of writing in addi- 
tion to the three general self- 
assessments. 
Our interpretive framework, 
which could be applied to each 
sequence of writing in a portfolio, is 
depicted in Figure 1. To illustrate its 
use, we have duplicated our codes 
and comments for a sample se- 
quence of writing by Barry, one of 
Howard’s students. Figure 2 con- 
tains the actual sequence of writing: 
Barry’s final draft of an expository 
response to Lord of the Flies, a 
preliminary draft, his self-reflection 
about the piece, and Howard’s com- 
ments to Barry. The first column in 
Figure 1 presents the list of features 
that we developed to describe each 
sequence of writing, divided into five 
clusters. Vision refers to the reader’s 
reconstruction of the writer’s seman- 
tic intent-the message apparent in 
the writing; development refers to 
the means by which that message is 
conveyed and can be seen in the 
interrelationship among different as- 
pects of the writing; craft: language 
and form refers to various standard 
conventions of language and form; 
craft: literary style refers to the 
nonordinary use of language that 
goes beyond the conventional mean- 
ing conveyed in the words on the 
page; reader’s response refers to our 
own cognitive and emotional re- 
sponse to the writing; and sense of 
writer refers to what the writer or 
others explicitly tell us about the 
writer. 
For each sequence of writing, we 
recorded the genre, the date it was 
completed, the writer’s reason for 
including it in the portfolio, and the 
numbers of drafts, self-reflections, 
and comments by the teacher and 
others. Observations on the se- 
quence of writing are recorded in the 
subsequent columns of Figure 1, 
which refer to the components of 
each sequence. The column labeled 
final refers to the finished product- 
the piece that we assumed the writer 
intended to share. In this column, 
we recorded the extent to which each 
of the features on our list was 
evident in the writing, ranging from 
“no evidence of feature” through 
“integrated, sophisticated evidence 
of feature.” The column labeled 
revise refers to changes evident in 
editing marks or in comparing the 
final draft to earlier drafts. Here, we 
indicated which features of the writ- 
ing the revision affected, the extent 
of the revision, and whether or not it 
increased or decreased evidence of 
use of that feature. The columns 
labeled se1L teacher, and other refer 
to reflections about the writing by 
the student writer, the teacher, or 
other readers (e.g., parents, peers) 
respectively. Here, we indicated the 
features of the writing or the writer 
which the reflection addressed and 
whether the features were posi- 
tively, negatively, or neutrally evalu- 
ated. The comments column leaves 
room to note features of the stu- 
dent’s work or reflections by others 
that the framework could not accom- 
modate. 
It is important to emphasize that 
our intent was not to “score” the 
student’s writing. A strong piece of 
writing, within a particular genre, 
might well have low evidence of use 
of a number of these features. For 
example, even in a strong expository 
response to literature, one is un- 
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STUDENT: Barry TOPIC: On Cord of the Flies GENRE: Response f o  Literature WHY SELECi'ED? Unsalisfyinq 
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form approp. to genre 
3 + S :  I'd like t o  bring in more fancy 
3 + words 
3 + 
3 + 
standard conventions 1 3  + 
~ ~~~~~ 
CRAFT: 
S:  It's not like creatlve writing 




FINAL IaEyISE 1- 
1 some evidence of future I + revision increaser evidence of fu ture  I + positive mention 
2 extended evidence of feature I I revision doesn't change evidence of feature I / neutral mention 
3 appropriately sustained evidence of feature I - revision reduces evidence of feature I - change suggested 
4 integratedlsophisticated evidence of feature I I 
I single sign = unne revirion I single rign = rome mention 
I double rign = extended revision I double rign = extended mention 
i 
I I 





likely to see evidence of play with the 
"sound" of language; similarly, a 
compelling poem might show little 
evidence of elaboration. Rather, our 
intention was that the frameworks, 
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Final Drln for Bury's Sequence 
There are a number of  s t r i k i n g  d i f f e r e n c e s  between J a c k  a n d  Ralph.  F i r s t ,  J a c k  a lways  took  t h e  v i o l e n t  ani 
o u t r a g e o u s  approach  t o  e v e r y t h i n g .  However, Ralph,  i n s t e a d  o f  t a k i n g  a brutal  approach ,  t r ied t o  t h i n k  of 
p e a c e f u l  s o l u t i o n s  t o  problems. 
wanted t o  go o u t  and h u n t .  
everybody r e s c u e d ,  w h i l e  J a c k  was r u n n i n g  around i n  circles s i n g i n g  b r u t a l  c h a n t s  l i k e  " K i l l  t h e  p i g .  
t h r o a t .  Bash h e r  head in: 
For  example, when Ralph wanted t o  b u i l d  h u t s  f o r  t h e  b o y s  t o  l i v e  i n ,  Jack 
Another  example o c c u r s  n e a r  t h e  end o f  t h e  book, when Ralph was t r y i n g  t o  g e t  
Cut h e r  
These i n c i d e n t s  show a n o t h e r  d i f f e r e n c e  between J a c k  and  Ralph.  Ralph was r e a l l y  mre m a t u r e  t h a n  J a c k .  
Jack would r a t h e r  h u n t  t h a n  sit down and p l a n  t h i n g s  o u t ,  b e c a u s e  h u n t i n g  w a s  more f u n  t h a n  t h i n k i n g  and  
p lanning .  
have fun .  
But  Jack u n d e r s t o o d  t h a t  i f  t h e  boys were g o i n g  t o  s u r v i v e ,  t h e y  had t o  do much more t h a n  h u n t  and 
Both R a l p h ' s  and J a c k ' s  tribes were becoming more s a v a g e  and  b r u t a l  a s  t h e  book went on.  Even though 
Ralph was much more p e a c e f u l  t h a n  J a c k ,  h e  was h a v i n g  trouble s u r v i v i n g  w i t h o u t  v i o l e n c e .  
v i o l e n c e  was J a c k ' s  g r e a t e r  v i o l e n c e .  Ralph had t o  compete w i t h  J a c k .  R a l p h ' s  v i o l e n c e  was i n  s e l f - d e f e n s e .  
The c a u s e  of R a l p h ' s  
Thus, i n  sumnary, t h e r e  were i m p o r t a n t  d i f f e r e n c e s  between J a c k  and  Ralph.  I f  I had t o  be marooned on a 
d e s e r t  i s l a n d ,  I would r a t h e r  be w i t h  Ralph t h a n  w i t h  J a c k .  
Preliminary Draft for Bury's Sequence 
There a r e  a number of  s t r i k i n g  d i f f e r e n c e s  between Jack and Ralph.  F i r s t ,  J a c k  a l w a y s  t o o k  t h e  v i o l e n t  and 
out rageous  a p p r r o a c h  t o  e v e r y t h i n g .  A t  t h i s  p o i n t  Ralph,  &n.&sd i n s t e a d  o f  t a k i n g  a wonton approach ,  %-A% Ralp  
t r i e d  t o  t h i n k  it o u t  f i r s t  and s o l v e  problems.  
PI For example, when Ralph wanted t o  b u i l d  h u t s ,  Jack  wanted t o  go o u t  and  h u n t .  Another  examples  is  towards  t h  
end of t h e  e-Ge+?y BOOK Ralph was t r y i n g  t o  evarybody g e t  rescued ,  w h i l e  J a c k  was working o u t  w i t h  t h e  t r i b e  b y  
RUNNING I N  C I R C L E S  s i n g i n g  BRUTAL .sea+j CHANTS, "Kill t h e  p i g . '  'Cut h e r  t h r o a t . "  "Bash h e r  i n . "  Ralph was a l s o  
more mucure t h a n  J a c k .  While J a c k  was h u n t i n g  i t  was f u n n e r  FOR H I M  TO HUNT THAN TO AACTUALLY S I T  DOWN AND PLA 
THE WHOLE T H I N G  OUT. 
¶ Both R a l p h ' s  group and J a c k ' s  t r ibe  were b o t h  becoming more s a v a g e l i k e ,  o r  b r u t a l ,  b u t  towards  t h e  end 
Ralph was h a v i n g  ibl t r o u b l e  s u r v i v i n g  w i t h o u t  v i o l e n c e .  9 Ralph would have t o  chang t o  v i o l e n c e .  The cause  of  
t h i s  would be b e c a u s e  j a c k  was v e r y  v i o l e n t  and Ralph had t o  compete i n  s e l f  d e f e n c e  Thus, i n  summary, t h e r e  
a r e  many d i f f r e n c e s  between Ralph and  Jack, so, if I was marooned on  a d e s e r t  I s l a n d ,  I r a t h e r  be w i t h  Ralph,  
then ,  Jack .  
Self-Reflection for Bury's Sequence 
Please describe the niting lsdgnment (2-3 sentences uplahIng ahat you were naked to do). You had t o  compare or c o n t r a s t  
Ralph and J a c k s  tr ibe or j u s t  Jack  and  Ralph.  
What do you like best about this piece of Y O U  Writing? I l i k e  t h a t  i t  is  n o t  c r e a t i v e  w r i t i n g .  I t  is more c o n c r e t e .  
What would you like to continue to work on in htme d h g ?  I would l i k e  b r i n g  i n  more a f a n c y  words i n  my p i e c e s .  
* Teacher's Reflection for Barry's Sequence 
One thing that 1s done well: 
Your t r a n s i t i o n  from f i r s t  t o  second p a r a g r a p h  is s imply  e x c e l l e n t .  I t  enhances  t h e  paper's f low.  
One thing that needs to be improved: 
In  t h e  second p a r a g r a p h  you c o n f u s e  Ralph and  J a c k .  
A l s o ,  why would you r a t h e r  be  w i t h  Ralph? -. 
~~~ 
FIGURE 2 .  Barry's sequence of writing on Lord of the Flies 
lios, would help the portfolio readers 
describe students' work-to attend 
to the entire contents of the portfo- 
lios, to abstract relevant informa- 
tion, and to record it for later use. In 
all cases, the narratives were written 
by the person who read the portfo- 
lios and filled out the frameworks. 
The frameworks themselves were 
only intermediate steps, undertaken 
to inform the writing of the narra- 
tive profiles. 
After completing an interpretive 
framework for each sequence in a 
student's portfolio, we prepared a 
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Date Ge Ne TODK Reason Length - t s ,  
9/?? Self-Reflection ThinkingAboutYwrWrithg ReqwSed lpage lM 
Important lpage 2drafts 
Unsatisfying lpage 4- 
10/17 N a n a t i v m a t i c  Personal Monologue 
1/16 Response to Literature 
2/?? Self-Reflection ResponsetoPatentComments Requ%ed lpage ldrafts 
2/28 Narrative/Dramatic 'The Tell-Tale Heart Freepick 3pages 2Ldrafts 
5/22 Response to Literature On Animal Farm Satisfying Spages 2drafts 
6/?? Self-Reflection Final Reflection Reqmted 2pages ldraft 
On 'Ihe Lo rd of the Flies 
As a writer, Barry shows substantial growth h m  the beginning of the year in his first personal monologue 
to his last piece, a response to Animal Farm . Initially, Bany seems to have little control over the flow and 
transition of his ideas. His points are not tied together, he jumps around in his thinking, and he lacks specificity in 
his ideas. By January, when Barry writes his response to The Lord of the F~I  'a, he begins a coherent argument about 
the differences between Ralph's group and Jacks tribe, although he ends with the unsupported assertions that he 
would have preferred to be "marooned on a desert island" with Ralph. Barry includes three reasons for his 
comparison, hinges his reasons with transition words, but more impressively, connects his introductory paragraph 
with a transition sentence to the body of his essay. In the revisions of this essay, Barry makes primarily word and 
sentence level changes, adds paragraph formatting, and generally improves the local coherence of the piece. 
By the end of February when he writes his narrative response to Poe's "The Tell-tale Heart," Bany displays a 
concern for making his writing interesting. "I like the idea that there are so many twists in the story that I really 
think makes it interesting". He makes surface level spelling changes, deletes a sentence, and replaces details, 
although not always successfully (e.g., "fine satin sheets and brass bed," is replaced with the summary description 
"extravagant furniture"). Overall, it is an effective piece of writing showing Bany's understanding of narrative form 
and his ability to manipulate twists of plot in order to create an engaging story. 
Barry's last selection in his portfolio is an exceptional five page, typed essay on Orwell's Animal Farm. The 
writing is highly organized around the theme of scapegoating. Using supporting details from the novel and 
contemporary examples from politics and sports, Barry creates a compelling and believable argument. The effective 
intertextuality and the multiple perspectives Barry brings to this essay result largely from an exceptional revision 
process. Not only does he attempt to correct his standard conventions and improve his word choices; he also revises 
successfully to the point of moving around whole clumps of text and adding sections that significantly reshape the 
piece. This pattern of revision shows the control Barry has gained over his writing. 
In Barry's fmal reflection he describes his development, showing an awareness of such issues as organizing 
and connecting ideas, choosing appropriate words and details, and making his writing accessible to his readers. "I 
had many gaps in my writing. One problem was that I would skip from one idea to the next and it would not be 
clear what was going on in the piece .... Now, I have put in more details so you don't have to think as much as you 
would. I also perfect my transitions and my paragraph fo rm.... My reading ...has improved my vocabulary and it 
helped me organize my writing so it sounds its best and makes the most sense possible .... There are many mistakes 
I have made throughout the year, but I have at least learned from all of them." I agree with him. 
. IGURE 3. Narrative profile for Barry's portfolio 
narrative profile describing the stu- 
dent's achievements and growth in 
writing. The organization of the 
frameworks allowed us to look for 
consistencies among the features- 
the extent to which students seemed 
to be setting goals for themselves, 
using others' comments, and follow- 
ing through in revision and improve- 
ment in subsequent pieces of writ- 
ing. A sample individual narrative 
for Barry is provided in Figure 3. In 
developing and presenting the narra- 
tives, we followed Erickson's guide- 
lines of including both particular 
descriptions, to clarify the meaning 
of a category or conclusion, and 
general descriptions, to display the 
breadth of evidence that supported a 
conclusion. Particular descriptions 
might include a quotation from the 
student's work, a "narrative vi- 
gnette" describing the substance or 
structure of a piece, or a reference to 
an entire piece of writing attached to 
the narrative. General descriptions 
might include tables or prose display- 
ing such information as the number 
of sequences per genre, the number 
or percent of sequences containing 
at least one preliminary draft, the 
number or percent of sequences in 
which a student reflected on revision 
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or word choice (organized by time of 
year), and so on. Taken together, the 
frameworks and the narrative leave 
an evidentiary trail that portfolio 
readers (parents, colleagues, supeni- 
sors, or others) might use to trace 
the path of evidence leading to a 
conclusion and, where appropriate, 
support or question the interpreta- 
tion. 
Validity Concerns and Responses 
To investigate the validity of the 
portfolio-based interpretations, we 
focused on 10 students in Howard’s 
class, examining both their compre- 
hensive writing folders, containing 
all writing completed during the 
year, and their portfolio, containing 
the pieces they had selected to 
represent themselves as developing 
writers. Beck, Ebbs, Herter, Much- 
more, and Steele each “adopted” 
two students and, using the frame- 
work and procedures we had devel- 
oped, wrote extended case studies 
based on the comprehensive folders 
and the portfolios. As part of their 
case studies, they addressed the 
extent to which the students had 
adequately represented themselves 
in selecting pieces for their portfo- 
lios. Taylor and Matson indepen- 
dently read each of the 10 portfolios 
and wrote brief narratives, typical of 
what a teacher might write, on each 
student. We were interested in com- 
parisons among the independent 
readings and between the portfolios 
and the comprehensive writing fold- 
ers; we were also interested in the 
efficiency with which the portfolio- 
based narratives could be completed. 
About the validity of the readings 
as reflected in  the narrative profiles. 
In traditional terms, our interreader 
reliability, defined as consistency 
among independent readings, would 
be unacceptably low. A content anal- 
ysis comparing individual profiles 
for each of the 10 students showed 
substantial differences in emphases. 
Some readers focused more on the 
qualities of the final draft, whereas 
others focused more on the pro- 
cesses reflected in the revisions and 
self-assessments; most emphasized 
the strengths apparent in the portfo- 
lios, although one reader tended to 
emphasize the weaknesses. More 
discussion and experience with the 
frameworks and narratives will no 
doubt lead to higher levels of consis- 
tency. However, to aim for high 
levels of agreement from indepen- 
dent readings in this context would 
miss the point. If this approach is 
used as intended, the central inter- 
pretation will be the classroom teach- 
er’s interpretation, and it will be 
based not only on the portfolios but 
also on extensive knowledge of the 
students, their goals, and their in- 
structional opportunities. The pro- 
cess of writing the narratives will 
leave an evidentiary trail that col- 
leagues, supervisors, and other ap- 
propriate stakeholders can follow. 
The narratives, including particular 
and general descriptions, taken to- 
gether with the frameworks and the 
portfolios, allow another appropri- 
ate reader to serve as co-analyst, 
tracing the evidentiary trail that led 
to the conclusions and raising alter- 
native interpretations for discus- 
sion. These second readings of a 
sample of portfolios may take place 
informally in discussions among 
teachers within a building or a 
district or more formally in supervi- 
sory meetings. Discussions with par- 
ents and students might also be 
integrated with the teacher’s inter- 
pretations. Taken together, these 
activities serve the same purpose 
that multiple independent readings 
are intended to serve-warranting 
the validity and fairness of the 
interpretation. This approach, how- 
ever, acknowledges the singular 
value of the teacher’s knowledge 
base in making interpretations, 
which cannot be duplicated by out- 
side readers. Thus, the validity of 
the conclusions are warranted in the 
process of data analysis and the 
transparency of the evidentiary trail, 
which allows the reader to trace the 
teacher’s arguments. Differences of 
opinion between readers are opportu- 
nities for discussion and rethinking 
of initial interpretations as different 
perspectives are brought to bear. 
About the representativeness of 
portfolio selections. Conclusions 
about the students, individually and 
as a class, are of course constrained 
by the pieces of writing that they 
chose to share in their portfolios. 
Some students gave us in-depth 
information with respect to a partic- 
ular genre but little information 
about other genres, while others 
gave us a broader sampling of writ- 
ing across genres but insufficient 
samples to note change within a 
genre. Most students chose to share 
earlier drafts, but some did not. 
Moreover, a careful reading of the 
folders from which the portfolios 
were selected showed that students 
occasionally left what we perceived 
to be the stronger pieces out of the 
portfolio. In one sense, this does not 
undermine the credibility of the 
portfolio reader’s conclusions, be- 
cause the conclusions can be limited 
to the available data base, which can 
be carefully described. In another 
sense, however, it limits the picture 
that can be provided of the student 
as a writer. 
It would, of course, be possible to 
require students to follow specific 
guidelines in creating their portfo- 
lios-to include at least two pieces of 
writing from at  least two genres, for 
instance. This would result in more 
representative information; how- 
ever, it would take some of the 
ownership of the portfolios away 
from students and risk undermining 
the pedagogical and motivational 
value of the portfolio selection pro- 
cess. Deciding on how to balance 
students’ autonomy with teachers’ 
and others’ informational needs will 
not be easy, and teachers will need to 
weigh competing priorities in mak- 
ing these decisions. 
About the time involved. Perhaps 
the most obvious concern to raise 
about the approach we are suggest- 
ing is its efficiency. At first glance, it 
looks like an imposing task. How- 
ever, with practice, most of us found 
we could work through a portfolio 
typically containing six to seven 
sequences of writing in about half an 
hour. If the frameworks were com- 
pleted as each sequence of writing 
was placed in the portfolios, the 
end-of-year time commitment could 
be cut substantially. Moreover, 
teachers may choose to work with a 
far less complex list of features as 
they develop interpretive frame- 
works relevant to their own instruc- 
tional contexts. The individual nar- 
ratives took another half hour 
although, again, with practice and a 
better developed system of referenc- 
ing individual pieces of student writ- 
ing, that time could be reduced 
somewhat. 
Even if the procedures are stream- 
lined in the ways suggested, the 
process will clearly add to teachers’ 
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work loads. We would be remiss if we 
did not also note that schools and 
districts interested in fostering the 
professionalization of teaching, in 
this or other ways, must seriously 
rethink the way teachers’ work loads 
are structured. Disciplined inquiry 
and collaboration, both of which are 
essential to professional practice, 
require time. 
Possibilities for Providing System 
Level Information 
When accountability concerns focus 
on the progress of individual stu- 
dents or the professional judgments 
of teachers, then the procedures 
outlined above for drawing, report- 
ing, and evaluating portfolio-based 
conclusions are appropriate. At the 
school level, committees of teachers, 
supervisors, and others could be 
formed to engage in periodic audits 
of the individual portfolios (Adams 
& Burgess, 1992; Johnston, 1989). 
At the district and state level, the 
procedures of these school level 
committees might be reviewed to 
ensure that appropriate standards 
are being followed (Adams & Bur- 
gess, 1992). Strategies have been 
suggested for integrating classroom 
level information into more compre- 
hensive systems of accountability 
that also include more standardized 
measures (e.g., Archbald & New- 
mann, 1988; Darling-Hamrnond & 
Ascher, 1991). 
If information from these non- 
standardized forms of assessment is 
desired at the program, school, dis- 
trict, or state level, we might try 
something like the following: We ask 
teachers to maintain portfolios with 
all their students-portfolios accom- 
panied by descriptions of instruc- 
tional goals and activities and by 
teachers’ interpretations of stu- 
dents’ work. Periodically, carefully 
selected random samples of class- 
room portfolio sets, accompanied by 
the teacher’s commentary, would be 
collected at the system level. Com- 
mittees of teachers and researchers 
would work together to develop a 
framework, possibly like the one 
presented above, to describe the 
contents of the portfolio sets as well 
as the quality of work contained 
therein. Categories might address 
questions like the following: What 
kinds of projects are students work- 
ing on in their classrooms? Do these 
projects encourage critical or cre- 
ative thinking? Do they encourage 
self-reflection and revision? Are the 
teachers’ goals reflected in their 
students’ work? What kinds of feed- 
back are students receiving? How 
are they using that feedback? What 
criteria and standards are teachers 
using to evaluate student work? 
What strateBes are they using to 
document the validity of their evalu- 
ations? This idea of sampling exist- 
ing classroom work is not new. For 
instance, the surveys of writing in 
secondary schools conducted by Ap- 
plebee in the early 1980s provide 
useful examples (1981, 1984). This 
kind of contextualized performance 
assessment is likely to provide an 
important supplement to the stan- 
dardized sorts of performance assess- 
ment typically used at the system 
level and to suggest directions for 
curricular reform. 
Implications 
If, as Johnston (1989) and others 
have suggested, the purpose of as- 
sessment is to provide high-quality 
education for all students and if 
exclusive adherence to traditional 
modes and criteria of assessment 
may be undermining that goal, then 
we need to rethink our priorities and 
explore alternative means of meet- 
ing accountability needs. Given the 
well-documented power of assess- 
ment to influence what students 
learn and what teachers teach, it 
becomes crucial to discover or de- 
velop approaches to assessment that 
reflect the full range of skills, knowl- 
edge, and interests that we want to 
nurture, including, perhaps, the abil- 
ity to develop intellectual problems 
and evaluative criteria. Interpretive 
research traditions offer an epistemo- 
logical foundation and methods well 
suited to validity research in these 
radically nonstandardized assess- 
ment contexts. 
Notes 
We are grateful to the Arts PROPEL 
research team, especially Roberta Camp, 
Kathryn Howard, and her students, who 
were generous in sharing their portfo- 
lios, writing folders, and insights on 
their experiences with portfolio assess- 
ment. The views expressed in this article 
are the authors’ own. We are also 
grateful to Loren Barritt, Ruth Behar, 
John Friedlander, Anne Ruggles Gere, 
Deborah Keller-Cohen, Anita Norich, 
and Stuart Rankin for helpful comments 
on earlier drafts of this article. 
‘In a detailed comparison of Taylor’s 
profiles with the comments about the 
portfolios contained in the extended case 
studies, we found that the percentage of 
idea units in Taylor’s profiles that could 
be matched ranged from 22% to 70%, 
with a median of 48%. We also estimated 
interreader reliability based upon the 
completed frameworks for each se- 
quence, considering percent agreement 
and kappa coefficients between the three 
possible pairs of readers across all catego- 
ries. For the categories in the final 
column, percent perfect agreement 
ranged from 11% to 78%, with a median 
of 38%; percent agreement within one 
category ranged from 24% to 95%, with a 
median of 78%. Also for the final column, 
kappa coefficients-which correct for 
agreement due to chance and are substan- 
tially reduced when variability is low- 
ranged from 0% to 48%, with a median of 
11% for perfect agreement, and from 0% 
to 81%, with a median of 30%, for 
agreement within one category. For the 
revision, self, and teacher columns, be- 
cause of the low use of many categories, 
we looked at agreement by cluster (vi- 
sion, development, language, style, 
reader, and writer), asking whether the 
readers agreed that a revision or com- 
ment relevant to that cluster had oc- 
curred. (No coefficients are reported for 
“other,” because the portfolios rarely 
contained others’ comments.) Here, 
across all clusters and columns, percent 
agreement ranged from 49% to 97%, 
with a median of 8196, and kappa ranged 
from 0% to 71%, with a median of 32%. 
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CALL FOR AWARD NOMINATIONS 
NCME Award for Career Contributions to 
Educational Measurement 
The award is to honor persons whose contributions over a 
career have had widespread positive impact on the field of 
educational measurement through (a) theoretical or technical 
developments, (b) influential ideas or conceptions, (c) unique 
efforts that have increased public understanding of the field, 
and/or (d) development of procedures, instruments, or pro- 
grams of special significance. Nominations are limited to living 
persons. 
Nominations should consist of a 1 -  to 2-page written 
statement describing the nature, importance, and impact of the 
individual’s contribution. Mail nominations to Liora P. Schmel- 
kin, Dept. of CRSR, Mason Hall, Rm 212, Hofstra University, 
Hempstead, NY 1 1  550. 
Nominations for the 1993 award must be received by 
January 4, 1993. The 1993 award will be announced at the 
Annual Meeting in Atlanta. 
NCME Award for Application of 
Educational Measurement Technology 
NCME is pleased to announce its call for nominations for the 
triennial award for the application of educational measurement 
technology to a specific problem. This is one of three award 
competitions held triennially. This year’s award will be based 
on an application completed in 1990, 1991, or 1992. NCME 
members and others are strongly encouraged to help in 
identifying candidates for this important award. 
Examples of applications to specific problem areas include, 
but are not limited to, selection or classification of students, 
measuring a hard-to-measure trait, evaluating an educational 
program or product, integrating testing and learning, or apply- 
ing technology in a new way to a current problem. Selection 
criteria are quality and innovativeness of the application effort 
and the positive impact of the application on the practice of 
educational measurement. 
Self-nominations are encouraged as are nominations of 
others, with their permission. Nominees need not be NCME 
members. A nomination consists of five copies of a 3-5 page 
statement describing the technology, application area, and 
products or results. Finalists may be requested to submit 
additional information. 
Nominations should be sent by January20, 1993, to Linda K. 
Junker, Department of Research, Evaluation, and Planning, 
Chicago Public Schools, 1819 W. Pershing Rd., 4W, Chicago, 
I L  60609 (Fax: 312-535-41 68; office: 312-535-4080). The 
award will be presented at the 1993 NCME Annual Meeting in 
Atlanta. 
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